
The Boss Behind The Game Chapter 810 
“*Outer space (Heaven’s Vault) combat strength classification, ranked from low to high: God Realm, void 
realm (ancient God), fantasy realm (Emperor realm), destruction realm, transcendence+ ” 
 
The spiritking was filled with confusion as he looked at Saitama’s expressionless face. 
 
“He knew that the power of the illusion law was extremely powerful. Even among the ten Supreme laws, 
it was one of the top existences, and it was also one of the powers he desired. ” 
 
“However, what puzzled him was that this person in front of him had clearly just obtained the illusion 
law, so why did he already have the ability to create a virtual form at the peak of the fabricated 
illusionary realm? What made him even more confused was that other than this virtual person, he could 
not obtain any information about this person. ” 
 
It was as if the omnipotence and omniscience under the divine Spirit law had no effect on him. 
 
“At this moment, Saitama attacked again. She suddenly threw her tightly clenched right fist at the 
spiritking. ” 
 
“””Serious fist!”” ” 
 
“With Saitama’s shout, the punch was like a shooting star that suddenly appeared in the outer space of 
the realm. It moved forward at an extremely fast speed. ” 
 
“Seeing this, the spiritking also threw a punch. ” 
 
“””BOOM!”” The intersection point of the two forces instantly distorted and turned into a domain of 
nothingness. ” 
 
The aftershock of this punch sent both of them back a distance. 
 
“””Continuous serious punches!”” Mu ye launched another attack without the slightest hesitation. ” 
 
“The spiritking did not choose to take the attacks head-on as the fist prints streaked across the sky. He 
suddenly disappeared, and when he reappeared, he was behind mu ye. ” 
 
“The spiritking’s Saint spirit energy surged out of his body and suddenly bound mu ye. As he extended 
his hand and pressed forward, a black hole immediately formed. It sucked mu ye in and began to pull at 
his body. ” 
 
“The force within the black hole was extremely terrifying. Even though mu ye’s Saitama incarnation had 
an extremely tough physical body, it began to distort under the force. ” 
 
“Even though his battle prowess was at the peak of the illusionary realm, it was clearly not enough to 
deal with the spiritking. ” 
 
“Under the pulling force, mu ye’s body was beaten back to its original fantasy form. ” 



 
“Just as he was about to lose his consciousness, Lu Wu made a decisive move and let the first player 
who inserted the coin go up. ” 
 
“After the player’s consciousness was projected into the illusionary body, he decisively began to imagine 
the character in his mind. ” 
 
“As the new power burst out in his fantasy, his body began to change. ” 
 
“At this moment, the body of Makino had transformed into an anime character that the players in the 
livestream room were extremely familiar with. ” 
 
“He was wearing an orange-red tortoise fairy style martial arts suit with the word “”tortoise”” carved in 
a circle on the heart and an even larger “”tortoise”” on the back. He wore a blue wrist guard on his hand 
and had a unique black hairstyle, which was really eye-catching. This form was Kakarot from Dragon Ball, 
who was also sun Wukong, who many players were familiar with. ” 
 
“As the power of the black hole attacked once again, Kakarot’s hair suddenly turned golden. ” 
 
The power in his body was boiling at this moment. 
 
“The Super 1 state was activated, and in this state, the player withstood the black hole’s attack with his 
body alone. ” 
 
A sliver of surprise appeared in the spiritking’s eyes when he saw this. He immediately activated his 
analysis ability. 
 
[Kakarot (early destruction)]: 
 
“*Character details: the descendant of the ‘Saiyan’, a combat race in the spectral world universe. 
Possesses powerful combat talent and potential, and can constantly break through limits in battle.] This 
was the first stage of Super Saiyan. Other abilities unknown. ” 
 
…… 
 
“In the Super One state, Kakarot’s hair shone with a golden light, and his entire body was burning with a 
golden stream of air. His strength was flourishing in his body, and his muscles were bulging … ” 
 
“””Ah!”” The player couldn’t help but shout at the powerful force, and the violent airflow instantly 
shattered the black hole vortex. ” 
 
“””Interesting!”” The spiritking smiled when he saw this. ” 
 
“At this moment, Kakarot looked at the spiritking and formed a petal with his hands. He placed his petal-
like hands on his waist, and blue light immediately appeared in his hands. Illusionary power continuously 
gathered in his hands, transforming into a source of energy! ” 
 
“””Turtle! Faction! Qi! Merit!”” ” 



 
“With a raise of his hand, a dazzling blue light blotted out the sky. A Blue pillar of light suddenly swept 
toward the spiritking. ” 
 
“””BOOM!”” ” 
 
“Even though the spiritking was prepared, he was still knocked back by the pillar of light. He was 
constantly pushed back by the blue pillar of light. ” 
 
“However, the spiritking dispersed the force with a single hand after retreating for a certain distance. He 
appeared before Kakarot again in a flash. His face was almost touching Kakarot ‘s, and he smiled as he 
stared at him. ” 
 
“””Can you be stronger? I’m looking forward to your performance. Is your use of the illusion law much 
better than that trash Tian He?”” ” 
 
“””Realm King fist, a hundred times!”” Without any hesitation, the player decisively chose to use the 
king of realm fist, which squeezed out his body’s potential. ” 
 
“His strength and speed increased greatly. He used teleportation to instantly appear behind the 
spiritking, and his fists rained down like rain. ” 
 
“At that moment, the spiritking was like a duckweed floating in the ocean. He was forced to sway from 
the violent attacks. ” 
 
“However, both the players in the livestream room and Lu Wu knew that the spiritking’s ability was not 
limited to this. ” 
 
“Back then, he had only mastered the “”Saint spirit law””, and he was already able to contend with Tian 
He, not to mention now that he had mastered many extreme laws. ” 
 
“The spiritking seemed to only be probing the limits of the Laws of Illusion. He did not use his full 
strength at all. Even under such violent attacks, he was still able to handle them with ease. ” 
 
“After taking several million punches, the spiritking suddenly turned around. He suddenly grabbed 
Kakarot’s hands. ” 
 
“””It’s not enough. Let me see something stronger!”” ” 
 
“””Roar!”” Without any hesitation, this player activated his super second form. His fantasy origin power 
burned again, and an even stronger power poured into this player’s body. ” 
 
“His golden hair extended and elongated, and his strength was greatly enhanced at this moment. ” 
 
“In the second stage of the Super Saiyan form, both his strength and speed had been greatly improved. ” 
 
“The spiritking, who was analyzing Kakarot, also noticed this. He smiled excitedly, ” 
 



“””Alright, Don’t Let Me Down!”” ” 
 
“At that moment, the spiritking’s skin turned silver. He suddenly sent Kakarot flying with a slap. His body 
flickered as he caught up to Kakarot. The power of the undefeatable Dao laws surged from his body, and 
his fist landed on Kakarot’s body. It immediately passed through his chest, leaving behind a bloody hole. 
” 
 
“Faced with such a powerful spiritking, the player could only endure the pain and activate his super 
three form. ” 
 
“His combat power soared again, and he overdrew his body’s potential to activate the hundred times 
realm King fist again. ” 
 
“At this moment, his combat strength had soared to the late-stage destruction realm. ” 
 
“Without any hesitation, he chose to face the spiritking head-on. The silver and gold figures engaged in 
the purest of close-quarters combat. ” 
 
“If it wasn’t for the fact that Lu Wu’s control of the divine weapon had reached a very high level, he 
would not have been able to transmit the image clearly. ” 
 
“The surrounding stars also exploded as they fought and moved, turning everything into nothingness. ” 
 
“After less than half an hour, the surrounding space gradually collapsed, forming a terrifying scene of 
the preliminary form of an extraterrestrial disaster. ” 
 
“The spiritking’s desire to fight seemed to have been roused by this battle. He could not help but laugh 
aloud as his silver-white body began to glow with a resplendent light. It twisted into a silver ball, which 
suddenly struck Kakarot’s chest. ” 
 
“””BOOM!”” With a loud bang, Kakarot’s body instantly exploded, turning into scattered fantasy liquid 
that slowly gathered back together. ” 
 
“Once again, he was sent back to the fantasy mode. Lu Wu decisively launched a new round of 
connection and projected a player in the queue behind him. ” 
 
“This was a good opportunity to pursue victory, but the spiritking did not do so. Instead, he waited to 
the side with anticipation, as if he was waiting for a surprise. ” 
 
“As the player with the fastest hand speed on the forum, mo Xiaoxin still made his appearance even 
though he didn’t get first this time. ” 
 
“After his consciousness was projected onto the “”illusionary body”” by the artifact, he didn’t hesitate at 
all and decisively began to imagine the virtual characters that he had long prepared in his mind. ” 
 
“With the surge of his fantasy origin power, the fantasy body began to evolve again. ” 
 
A vast and overbearing aura spread out from this new body uncontrollably. 



 
“A new figure appeared. Just by standing there, he seemed to have become one with the starry sky. 
Even without fighting him, the spiritking felt suppressed from the bottom of his heart. He immediately 
began to analyze the new figure. ” 
 
Shi Hao (Huangtian Emperor): 
 
“Character introduction: unparalleled talent, born to cultivate the Dao and also to face the Tribulation. 
In his life, he was extremely glorious and created countless legends. At his peak, he ruled over all ages 
and stepped above the heavens. ” 
 
…… 
 
“””This is above high heavens?”” Mo Xiaoxin, who had completely entered the virtual world, spoke in 
the tone of the Huangtian Emperor. At the same time, he looked at the spiritking. ” 
 
“””I don’t understand what you’re talking about. I can feel that you’ve become very powerful. Let’s 
continue the battle!”” ” 
 
“Sensing the battle intent from the spiritking, Shi Hao’s brows furrowed. ” 
 
“Seeing that Shi Hao did not respond, the spiritking did not waste any more time and took the initiative 
to attack. ” 
 
“Faced with the spiritking’s attack, Shi Hao used both the world-annihilating fist and the reincarnation 
fist at the same time. The spiritking’s disbelieving gaze was met with the spiritking’s body being instantly 
obliterated. ” 
 
“The terrifying power continued to spread forward, shattering the layers of space, unable to be repaired 
for a long time. ” 
 
“The players in the livestream room cheered when they saw this, and “” 666″” bullet comments filled 
the screen. ” 
 
“(One blade: I’m back. Later on, I’ll send a QR code to the V Group and form a WeChat group. I’ll send 
red packets at night to thank you for your support over the past year!) ” 


